
Wallpaper*, the leading authority on international 
design, fashion and lifestyle has been shortlisted in the 
Best Interactive Design category for a Design Museum 
2011 Brit Insurance Design Award.

Originally devised for the landmark Handmade issue 
(August 2010), the application enabled readers to  
design their own cover of the magazine and resulted  
in over 21,000 unique covers being printed and  
delivered to subscribers.

Design Museum visitors will be able to follow suit and 
create their own Wallpaper* cover using the online 
application (installed on computers in the gallery),  
and then print it there and then. Their handiwork will  
also be added to a gallery of covers on Wallpaper.com. 

The concept will be updated and brought back for 
Wallpaper’s August 2011 issue – Handmade II.

Now in their fourth year, The Brit Insurance Design 
Awards span the full creative spectrum across seven 
categories: architecture, fashion, furniture, graphics, 
product, interactive and transport. Judges of this year’s 
awards include designer Bill Moggridge, curator Janice 
Blackburn, novelist Will Self and graphic designer Mark 
Farrow. All winners will be unveiled on 28 February and 
the overall Brit Insurance Design of the Year will be 
crowned at the awards dinner on 15 March.

Tony Chambers, editor-in-chief, Wallpaper*: ‘Our  
epic Custom Covers project was a combination of 
military-precision planning and state-of-the-art digital 
printing and we are delighted the Design Museum  
has recognised it,’
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Fashion may have long been guided by the principle  
of ‘any colour so long it’s black’, but this season’s 
collections are giving the finger to Henry Ford’s famous 
maxim. Of course, spring/summer is traditionally the 
time when designers introduce a sunnier palette. Still, 
there’s sunny and then there’s positively radioactive: 
from Raf Simons’ ‘millefeuille of colour’ for the Jil Sander 
collections to the eye-popping offerings seen at Nina 
Ricci, Versace, Lanvin, Sportmax and Prada (where even 
the sandwiches came in a Pantone chart of colourways), 
the Milan and Paris shows were saturated with hit after 
hit of shocking pinks, acid oranges and unnaturally 
brilliant greens and blues. 

‘It definitely feels like a time to be bold and 
experimental, to stand out,’ says designer Christopher 
Kane, who, alongside his own label, also creates the 
Versus line for Versace. Arguing that this season 
represents an emphatic shift in mood for the fashion 
industry, his own collection took inspiration from the 
disparate likes of Princess Margaret, Yakuza gangs and 
1990s rave emporium Cyberdog, resulting in ladylike 
twinsets in a range of spikey fluoros. ‘Colours really 

determine the personality of the collection and neons 
have always been a favourite of mine,’ he says. ‘They 
have a fearless appearance that brings out the creative 
side in me. They are still so alien to the eye and that 
continues to intrigues me.’

So why have so many designers embraced colour  
at the exact same moment? 

Pascaline Wilhelm, fashion director of the leading 
fabric fair Premiere Vision, cites the recent financial 
woes affecting the industry as a key driving force.  
‘After the [economic] crisis, it was important to think 
about new ideas within fashion and to have colours  
that reflected this,’ she says. 

Working a good two seasons ahead, Wilhelm holds a 
series of meetings in Japan, Spain and the UK with key 
exhibitors to predict which colours, fabrics and textures 
will be future big hitters. Using ‘a mix of intuition and 
reality’, Wilhelm and her team eventually decide on a 
strict colour concept for each season, which is then 
distributed at the event and to key industry figures. ‘For 
spring/summer 2011, we felt it was important that there 
was a certain energy to the season,’ she says. ‘We had 

to be optimistic and play with intense shades to give  
a new mix of colour.’ 

With most manufacturers and designers looking to 
the same key sources for forecasts, colour predictions 
such as Premiere Vision’s can often act as self-fulfilling 
prophecies. Thus it was that Premiere Vision’s predicted 
palette for this season, which included such evocative 
numbers as ‘vitamin C’, ‘peony’, ‘orangeade’ and ‘green 
jelly’, proved to be bang on the money – ‘although we 
don’t always get it this precise’, laughs Wilhelm.

Li Edelkoort, one of the leading thinkers in the rather 
inexact science of colour forecasting and the publisher 
of the highly influential View on Colour journals, also 
sees this season’s burst of colour as a reaction to the 
gloomy business climate. 

‘First and foremost, it’s an antidote to moroseness, 
trying to communicate optimism against all odds,’  
she explains. ‘The return to colour has been building  
for several seasons, almost in complete defiance  
of the economic crisis. These hues have the power to 
brighten up our day. But with ‘fashion now giving way  
to iridescence and a real depth of saturated colour’,  

as Edelkoort puts it, the new season palette is about 
more than just a quick fix of positive thinking. Boasting 
a curious mix of synthetic-looking pastels, vivid florals 
and pearlised greys and blues (tellingly, at the Louis 
Vuitton show, Marc Jacobs declared his new favourite 
colour to be ‘shiny’), the trend also reflects technical 
advances in fabric production. 

‘For ages, we have been talking about 100 per cent 
wool, 100 per cent this and that,’ says Wilhelm. ‘But now 
we are beginning to see new ways of combining the 
natural and the synthetic that are more unpredictable 
and exciting. The kind of colours we’re seeing this 
season work well with the new “jelly” and translucent 
fabrics emerging right now.’ 

According to Wilhelm, the emphatically modern  
(and not a little perverse) contrast of colours that this 
new palette can throw up also chimes in perfectly with 
the way the makers of fabric are consciously playing 
with consumers’ expectations. 

‘So what we’re seeing now are fabrics that  
look seriously heavy, but are actually very light,’  
says Wilhelm. ‘Fabrics that look smooth but feel 

unexpectedly crisp. We are at the beginning of 
disconnecting the idea of touch and appearance.’ 

Indeed, for Edelkoort the new palette also speaks 
volumes about the very way we consume fashion right 
now. The use of strong colour works perfectly within  
an e-commerce context. ‘Now that the merchandise is 
delivered via internet and apps, the graphic appeal of 
shape and colour is becoming ever more important,’ she 
says. ‘The little thumbnails [on your computer screen] 
work like packaging in a supermarket, screaming for 
attention. This is why, for example, Google is colour-
coding all of its fashion proposals at the moment.’

Of course, who can say how long this colourful state 
of affairs will last? Indeed, for those individuals such as 
Edelkoort and Wilhelm seeking to channel the future of 
fashion, this season’s palette is already ancient history. 
But the colour forecasters do agree on thing: for now,  
at least, there’s no going back to black. ‘We’re in a place 
where we want to be surprised, to accept novelty and 
new ideas,’ says Wilhelm. ‘It’s time to expect more.’
You’ve seen the swatches, now see the looks  
at www.wallpaper.com ∏

RAINBOW 
NOTION

It may be all doom and gloom on the economic 
front, but thankfully fashion is bringing  
a breath of fresh air into spring/summer with  
a bright new palette guaranteed to dispel  
the most overcast of moods. So to spread the 
sunshine, Wall paper* asked 85 fashion designers 
and brands to send in fabric samples from their 
new collections. New season shades at the ready,  
the results are dazzling
Illustrator Andy Gilmore  Writer Glenn Waldron

Tear-out poster presenting this season’s must have shades

Truly international, consistently intelligent and hugely 
influential, Wallpaper* is the world’s most important 
design and style magazine. It has attracted the most 
sophisticated global audience by constantly pushing  
into new creative territories and ensuring its coverage  
of everything from architecture to motoring, fashion  
to travel, and interiors to jewellery remains unrivalled. 
Wallpaper* has readers in 93 countries and has enjoyed 
unparalleled success in reaching the design elite right 
across the globe. To us, the world is one seamless 
marketplace, where consumers flit from one destination 
to the next, easily cross physical borders and cultural 
divides, and flirt with a variety of different brands, both 
established and undiscovered. With 12 themed issues  
a year, and a limited-edition cover by a different artist  
or designer each month, Wallpaper* has evolved from  
style bible to internationally recognised brand.

aBout wallpapEr*

For further information: 
Caroline Sampson, Marketing Manager, Wallpaper* tel: 44.20 3148 7709, email: caroline_sampson@wallpaper.com

Innovation & Brand Building Initiative  – wallpaper*  
Handmade issue
British Society of Magazine Editors Awards 2010

Innovation & Brand Building Initiative – wallpaper*  
Made in China issue
British Society of Magazine Editors Awards 2009

Best New Editor of the Year – tony Chambers
British Society of Magazine Editors Awards 2008

Best Designed Magazine of the Year – wallpaper*
‘Wallpaper* continues to innovate with page after page  
of just stunning design. The most restrained, considered 
magazine. A triumph.’ The judges, Press Gazette 
Magazine Design and Journalism Awards 2008
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